1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Over the course of the last two centuries, the proportion of the world\'s population residing in cities has increased more than 10 fold, with more than half of all people living in urban areas ([@bib84]). According to the United Nations ([@bib87]), especially rapid rates of urbanization are projected to occur in low- and middle-income countries. While the dense intersection of social, natural, and built environments in cities affords numerous health-related benefits, it can also pose serious risks to human health, well-being, and environmental sustainability ([@bib90]; [@bib74]).

Transportation is well recognised as an important feature of urban life and a significant determinant of health and well-being. Beyond the direct associations between transport and traffic accident-related injuries ([@bib53]), transportation may also influence health and well-being via indirect pathways. For instance, transportation serves an important function in facilitating social interaction and access to a wide range of health-related opportunities, including health care services, employment and educational opportunities ([@bib53]). The relationships between transportation and health may also transpire through mediating factors such as physical inactivity, and air and noise pollution arising from an overreliance on motorized forms of transportation ([@bib12]; [@bib2]; [@bib48]). The design of transportation systems, through their capacity to enable or constrain mobility, can also impact a city\'s economic growth and urban structure ([@bib4]). As a determinant of health, transport advantage or disadvantage, including inadequate access to transportation infrastructure and services, can exacerbate social segregation ([@bib54]) and impact health inequalities ([@bib8]).

The importance of transportation is reflected within the Transformative Commitments of the New Urban Agenda ([@bib86]) and the United Nation\'s Agenda for Sustainable Development ([@bib83]), which features transportation as essential to achieving the 17 Sustainable Development Goals ([@bib85]). Recognising this call to action, international agencies and cities worldwide have expressed a strong interest in the design and implementation of transportation-based policies and initiatives capable of addressing some of the unique challenges faced by rapidly urbanising cities. Four emerging and innovative policies in urban mobility, that have attracted attention and been implemented in both high and low- and middle-income countries (HIC and LMIC, respectively) include: 1) bus rapid transit (or BRT) in over 160 cities (for example, the Mexico City Metrobús, the Lagos BRT in Nigeria and the Spurbus in Germany) ([@bib4], BRT+ Centre of Excellence and EMBARQ, [@bib11]); 2) bicycle paths (for example, Santiago\'s Mapocho Pedaleable in Chile and Denmark\'s well-known network of paths and bicycle lanes) ([@bib71]; [@bib4]); 3) Open Streets programs, which involve the temporary closure of main streets to motorized traffic in order to encourage cycling and other modes of active transport ([@bib45]; [@bib77]); and 4) aerial trams (i.e, cable cars) designed to connect peripheral hillside neighborhoods or islands with downtown activity nodes (examples include: the Medellín Metrocable in Colombia, the Cable of Constantine in Algeria, and the Roosevelt Island Tramway in New York City) ([@bib1]).

Despite the growing interest in the health-related impacts of transportation policies, there have been few attempts to evaluate these initiatives. From a public health vantage, it is important to understand what, if any, impact these transportation policies have had on population health and health inequities in both HIC and LMIC. By identifying initiatives that have demonstrated positive public health effects, as well as highlighting gaps in understanding, the synthesis of local and international research can inform decision-making and policy design in cities all over the world.

In addition to health impact evaluations, research employing system-based simulation methods such as agent-based modelling (ABM) and system dynamics (SD) can also be used to elucidate the potential health-related impacts of diverse policies. Large-scale transportation interventions can affect travel behavior, population health, and health inequalities in multiple ways that are hard to anticipate due to the complex and dynamic relations between these policies and the system on which they act. System-based simulation methods are able to capture complex mechanisms not readily accommodated by other analytical approaches, including non-linearity, feedback loops, individual and collective adaptation to changes in environmental and social contexts, self-organization, and emergence ([@bib42]). Simulation models are often used to assess the health-related impacts of large-scale, complex population-level interventions that are often prohibitively expensive or impractical to trial in the real world ([@bib36]). For example, elucidating the dynamic mechanisms through which transportation policies impact population health can improve the design of more effective initiatives and reduce the potential for undesirable or unintended consequences. Another advantage of simulation modelling is its capacity to facilitate policy prioritization and planning by affording a platform through which the differential or combined health impact of diverse policies may be compared ([@bib36]). While there have been a number of systematic reviews of simulation-based methods applied to the study of non-communicable diseases ([@bib59]; [@bib51]), there has been no attempt to review models simulating the impact of transportation mode choices and transport-focused initiatives on health outcomes, more broadly.

This systematic review has two broad aims. The first is to summarize existing evidence (longitudinal empirical and simulation-based) on the influence of four innovative transportation policies, programs, and investments (i.e., BRT, bicycle lanes, Open Streets programs, and aerial trams) on health-related behavior and or health outcomes. And second, based on the synthesized evidence, this review will outline key recommendations for future research.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Study design {#sec2.1}
-----------------

A systematic review of the peer-reviewed literature was conducted with a focus on identifying: 1) primary studies evaluating the influence of BRT, bicycle lanes, Open Streets programs, and aerial trams on health-related behavior and or health outcomes; and 2) system-based simulation studies exploring the links between transportation mode choice, BRT, bicycle lanes, Open Streets programs, and aerial tram policies, and health-related behavior and or health outcomes. The PRISMA checklist was used to ensure methodological rigor ([@bib58]) and the systematic review was registered with the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO No. CRD42018093172). A narrative synthesis was conducted to characterize studies and investigate the health impacts of the four types of applied and simulated policies and projects.

2.2. Search strategy {#sec2.2}
--------------------

A search strategy seeking to identify all relevant reviews and primary studies was developed by IS and LMTG, and further refined through consultation with a project working group. Four electronic databases formed the focus of the literature search: MEDLINE (Ovid), Scopus, Transportation Research International Documentation (TRID) and LILACS. These databases were selected because of their coverage of literature from both HIC and LMIC. Using a combination of keywords, MeSH terms, and phrases, a relatively broad search strategy was employed to ensure all relevant studies published from the year 2000 and onwards were identified. The basic search strategy is outlined in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} (please refer to [Appendix 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} for details on the complete database-specific search strategies enacted in English, Spanish, and Portuguese). Following the database search, the reference lists of included studies were screened for other unidentified but potentially relevant studies.Table 1Simplified search strategy.Table 1DomainTransportationMeSH"Bicycling" \[Mesh: focus\] ORKeywords(Bike lane\* OR bike way\* OR bike path\* OR bikeway\* OR cicloruta\* OR bicycl\* OR cycling\
Bus rapid transit OR BRT OR Aerial lift\* OR aerial tram\* OR cable car\* OR metrocable OR gondola lift\* OR gondola car\* OR cable propelled transit OR (Ciclovia\*OR mass event\* OR mega event\* OR open street\*).ti, ab.**Health**MeSH"Disease" \[Mesh: focus\] OR "Health" \[Mesh: focus\] OR "Urban Health" \[Mesh: focus\] OR "Public Health" \[Mesh: focus\] OR "Mortality" \[Mesh: focus\] OR "Wounds and Injuries" \[Mesh: focus\] ORKeywords(health OR disease\* OR behavio\* OR injur\*OR fatal\* OR mortalit\*).ti, ab.**Study design**MeSH"Non-Randomized Controlled Trials as Topic" \[Mesh: focus\] OR "Follow-Up Studies" \[Mesh: focus\] OR "Controlled Before-After Studies" \[Mesh: focus\] ORKeywords(Systematic review\* OR quasi-experiment\* OR social experiment OR natural experiment\* OR difference in difference\* OR pre-post OR evaluation OR impact assessment\* OR before and after OR Simulation OR systems model\* OR agent-based model\* OR multi-agent model\* OR individual-based model\* OR system dynamics).ti, ab.[^1]

2.3. Study selection and inclusion criteria {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------

The study selection process included three key steps. First, two reviewers (IS and LMTG) searched all relevant electronic databases in August and September 2017, imported search results into EndNote, removed all reference types other than journal articles and conference proceedings as well as papers in languages other than English, Spanish, or Portuguese. Second, all duplicate records were removed from EndNote using exact match for author and title. The remaining citations were then imported into [@bib20], a Cochrane review management platform. Additional duplicate citations identified within Covidence were also removed.

Second, the titles and abstracts of retrieved studies were screened by two pairs of independent reviewers within Covidence and assessed for inclusion in the review. Primary studies were selected for inclusion if they used empirical analyses or system-based simulation methods to evaluate the health impact of Open Streets programs, BRT, bicycle lanes, or aerial tram infrastructure. Health impact was defined broadly to include health outcomes or health-related behaviors such as bus, BRT and aerial tram use, bicycling, walking and more generic physical activity measures. Studies assessing mode share as an outcome were also included if they considered bus, BRT, bicycle and/or aerial tram use within their definition of mode share. We included these studies because these modes represent active forms of transportation and therefore qualify as health-related behaviors. Systematic reviews were not included, though they were used to help identify potentially relevant studies not identified directly through the search. While no limits were placed on participant demographics, where possible, the search was restricted to studies published in English, Spanish, and Portuguese. The Participants, Interventions, Comparators, Outcomes, and Study design (PICOS) approach was used to assess whether identified studies met the review\'s inclusion criteria ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Disagreements related to eligibility were resolved through discussions within reviewer pairs.Table 2PICOS criteria for study inclusion and exclusion.Table 2INCLUDEEXCLUDE**Participants**Studies including participants of any age groupAnimal studies**Interventions**Studies evaluating the impact of new BRT, Open Streets programs, bicycle paths and/or aerial tram infrastructure on at least one health-related behavior and/or health outcome. Studies evaluating traffic-free bicycle infrastructure, such as multi-use trails, bridges and boardwalks that report on cycling outcomes separately.\
Multicomponent interventions, including those implemented across different sites, were included only if the impact of BRT, Open Streets programs, bicycle lanes and/or aerial trams was explicitly evaluated and reported on in at least one of these sites.\
Systems-based simulation studies exploring the impact of transportation mode choice (including bus, bicycle and/or aerial trams) on at least one health-related behavior and/or health outcome were included, even if no policy scenarios were simulatedStudies evaluating light rail transport systems, bicycle boxes, intersection crossings and roundabouts.\
System-based simulation studies exploring transportation choices that do not include bus, cycling or aerial trams, or do not consider health-related behavior or health outcomes.\
Simulation studies modelling route choice but not reporting on mode share including at least one of the aforementioned modes, or health-related behaviors or health outcomes.**Comparators**Evaluations and system-based simulation studies comparing the impact of BRT, bicycle paths, Open Streets programs and aerial tram policies and/or transportation choices including at least one of these modes, on health-related outcomes.**Outcomes**Studies that report on at least one health-related behavior or health outcome, including injury, prevalence and counts of walking or cycling, time and distance walked or cycled (surrogates of physical activity energy expenditure (PAEE)), cycling speed (only if distance and/or time travelled are reported, thus enabling the assessment of PAEE).\
Studies reporting on mode share including bus, bicycle or aerial trams were also included.Studies reporting on intermediary outcomes, such as air pollution, intentionality for behavior change or car crashes, without making a link to health-related behavior or health outcomes.**Study design**Studies published in peer-reviewed journals or as peer-reviewed conference proceedings.\
Quasi-experimental studies and natural experiments with longitudinal designs.\
Systems-based simulation studies, such as agent-based models and system dynamics modelsStudies that only collected follow-up data before the intervention was completed or that are cross-sectional in nature.\
Qualitative studies providing no quantitative assessment of policy effects and simulation studies that are not systems-based (e.g., health impact models).\
Commentaries and opinion pieces.

Third, full-text manuscripts of all potentially eligible studies were retrieved and screened by IS and LMTG. An interlibrary loan request was made for all manuscripts that could not directly be accessed. Studies that appeared to meet all the inclusion criteria of the review were discussed by the two reviewers and any disagreements were resolved by reflecting on the inclusion criteria and through consultation with the project working group. Systematic reviews and the reference lists of included studies were searched to identify any other potentially relevant papers.

2.4. Data extraction and analysis {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------

Two data extraction tools (one for evaluations and another for system-based simulation studies) were developed to capture idiosyncratic aspects of study design and implementation characteristics of policy evaluations and simulation studies. Each tool was independently pilot tested on three studies and amended based on in-depth discussions with the project working group. The refined tool applied to evaluation studies extracted information on: author, year, geography, study type, aims or scope, sample size, participants, policy characteristics, length of follow-up, outcomes, the nature and significance of policy effects. The extraction tool applied to simulation-based studies sought to capture information relating to key aims or scope, software, and model specification -- including, conceptual models, agent properties, actions and rules, temporal structure and characteristics of the model environment -- modeled policy scenarios, outcomes, model parameters, calibration and validation processes, and key findings.

Five independent reviewers working in four pairs (FM & JDM, LMTG & MAM, IS & MAM and LMTG & IS) conducted an in-depth review of all included studies and performed extractions in accordance with the two extraction tools described above. The extractions were compared by each pair and discrepant information relating to any given study was discussed until all conflicts were resolved. Given the heterogeneity in study designs, exposures and outcomes reported by papers included in this review, a meta-analysis was not possible. Instead, a narrative synthesis of information extracted for each of the two extraction tool formats was conducted in accordance with Cochrane recommendations ([@bib40]).

2.5. Quality assessment {#sec2.5}
-----------------------

The quality of included studies was assessed using a modified version of the Newcastle-Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale for Cohort Studies ([@bib92]). Information relating to intervention/policy characteristics, sampling strategy, representativeness of the target population, comparability of study controls and target populations, nature of outcome assessment, timing and adequacy of follow-up, and rates of attrition was collected from all evaluation studies. Given the absence of tools or guidance relating to the quality assessment of system-based simulation studies, we extracted information that we believed would provide a good indication of the quality of a given model\'s simulated output. This included information concerning sources used to inform model parameters, transparency concerning the equations and assumptions made, the presence of calibration, validation and sensitivity or uncertainty analyses.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

A total of 4197 records were identified by the search strategy implemented in each of the four databases; MEDLINE(Ovid), Scopus, LILACS and TRID (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Records written in a language other than English, Spanish or Portuguese and those not referenced as journal articles or conference proceedings were removed, as were 439 duplicates. The remaining 3302 citations were screened for inclusion based on title and abstract. Most records (n = 3186) did not meet our inclusion criteria. We screened 116 full-text papers (including 15 systematic reviews) and excluded the majority of these (n = 90) for the reasons detailed in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The identified systematic reviews were all excluded after they were screened for potentially relevant primary studies. A total of 26 studies were identified using the employed search strategy. Thirteen additional studies were identified by: screening excluded systematic reviews (n = 2) and reference lists of included studies (n = 4), as well as by searching other sources (e.g., reviews and papers identified by the authorship team (n = 7)). Ultimately, a total of 39 studies were included in the systematic review, including 29 empirical studies and 10 simulation-oriented papers.Fig. 1PRISMA flowchart showing process of study selection.Fig. 1

3.1. Empirical studies {#sec3.1}
----------------------

Empirical studies included in the review were published between 2005 and 2017 ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). These studies were based in: North America, including the United States (n = 11) ([@bib6]; [@bib25]; [@bib13]; [@bib68]; [@bib17]; [@bib69]; [@bib23]; [@bib9]; [@bib19]; [@bib26]; [@bib10]) and Canada (n = 1) ([@bib5]); Europe, specifically, the United Kingdom (n = 9) ([@bib31]; [@bib32]; [@bib33]; [@bib39]; [@bib65]; [@bib38]; [@bib64]; [@bib66]; [@bib79]) and Denmark (n = 1) ([@bib43]); and Australia (n = 4) ([@bib34]; [@bib47]; [@bib73]; [@bib37]). Only three studies were based in LMIC, specifically, Colombia, Mexico and Brazil ([@bib15]; [@bib70]; [@bib16]).

Of the 29 studies, 19 were single-component interventions focused on the implementation of bicycle lanes. The remaining 10 studies evaluated multicomponent interventions. Among these, one study evaluated newly built aerial tram infrastructure which was implemented in combination with other neighborhood improvements including, additional lighting in public spaces, pedestrian bridges and recreational centers ([@bib15]). Five studies evaluated the health effects of bicycle lanes which were variously combined with a host of interventions such as light rail and pedestrian infrastructure improvements, the creation of parking facilities and additional lighting ([@bib6]; [@bib31]; [@bib9]; [@bib70]; [@bib10]). The remaining studies (n = 4) combined BRT and bicycle/pedestrian paths with park-and-ride sites ([@bib39]; [@bib38]; [@bib64]; [@bib16]). [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} summarizes the characteristics of included studies.Table 3Characteristics of included evaluation studies.Table 3IDAuthor & yearIntervention location & periodIntervention typeIntervention description/definition of population and groupsPopulation/groups (n)Baseline age (years)Female (%)Outcome Type(s) analyzedOutcomes stratified; groups1[@bib5]Toronto, CAN 1993--2008SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unprotected)Seven lane segments in which a bicycle lane was painted between 1991 and 2010. The lane segments also had a higher collision cycle lane (i.e., Minimum of 100 cycle-motor vehicle collisions between 1991 and 2010).\
**Population:** Cycle-motor vehicle collisions reported on the 7 lane segments with newly marked bike lanesMainly Adults\
Collisions (329)UnclearUnclearInjury (n = 3)No2[@bib6]Murrieta, USA unclearMC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unprotected)Bicycle facilities including on-street bike lanes were installed at one site i.e., at Murrieta Elementary. "New sidewalks and sidewalk gap closures" were also constructed around the school. \[p.308\]\
**Population:** Adult and child cyclists using the new bike lanesCombined adults & children\
Cyclists/Pre (4)\
Post (14)UnclearUnclearActive transit trips (n = 1)No3[@bib9]Salt Lake City, USA 2013MC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unclear)The complete streets intervention included the completion of a sporadic bike lane and involved widening sections to make it a designated "high comfort" bike lane (with speed limit reduced to 50 km/h) on the city bike map. The bike lanes were painted on both sides of the street and the sidewalks were improved and widened to create a shared bike and pedestrian path. The intervention also included a light rail line extension, narrowing of automotive lanes and the creation of wider and better lit sidewalks.\
**Intervention (near) group:** Adults living (≤800 m) from the complete street renovation\
**Control (far) group:** Adults living 801--2000m from complete street renovationAdults (536)NR51Active transit mode share (n = 3)No4[@bib10]Salt Lake City, USA 2013MC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unclear)The complete streets intervention included the completion of a sporadic bike lane and involved widening sections to make it a designated "high comfort" bike lane (with speed limit reduced to 50 km/h) on the city bike map. The bike lanes were painted on both sides of the street and the sidewalks were improved and widened to create a shared bike and pedestrian path. The intervention also included a light rail line extension, narrowing of automotive lanes and the creation of wider and better lit sidewalks.\
**Population:** Adults living within 2 km of the complete streets intervention. Participants were divided into four cycling groups based on their cycling patterns pre and post intervention: *never cyclists* (not cycled pre or post) which serve as the reference group; *continuing cyclists* (cycled pre and post); *former cyclists* (cycled pre but not post); *new cyclists* (not cycled pre but cycled post).AdultsPhysiological (n = 2)\
Anthropometric (n = 1)\
Active transit duration (n = 1)No**Intervention**Cyclist group:Never (434)4355Continuing (29)4017Former (33)3830New (40)37435[@bib13]Salt Lake City, USA 2007SC: cycling infrastructure; multi-use trail (separated)"A Class 1 trail (two-way multi-use trail separated from existing roads and sidewalks) \[was constructed\] on the existing canal right-of-way." "This trail creates a 4.025 km loop connecting two existing sidewalks." \[p.79\]\
**Population:** Adult residents of West Valley City, a suburb of Salt Lake City, who live within 1.6 km of the trailAdults (98)4855Active transit trips (n = 3)\
Active transit duration (n = 1)Yes; age6[@bib15]Medellin, COL 2004MC; aerial tramsA cable-propelled transit system (gondola) known as Metrocable was built using funding from the municipal government of Medellin as part of "a territorial plan to promote urban and rural development". It connects "an elevated train system in the city centre to the impoverished Santo Domingo neighborhood in the mountainous periphery, with 4 stops covering a distance of 2072 m and reaching an elevation of 399 m" \[p.1046\]\
\
"The municipal government made other improvements to neighborhoods serviced by the gondola, including additional lighting for public spaces; new pedestrian bridges and street paths; ''library parks''; buildings for schools, recreational centers, and centers to promote microenterprises; more police patrols; and a family police station next to a gondola station." \[p.1046\]\
**Intervention group:** Residents (12--16 years) of one of 25 neighborhoods (city districts 1 and 2) where the gondola system was installed.\
**Control group:** Residents of one of 23 neighborhoods located in comparable city districts (4 and 8) that were not serviced by the gondola system.Adolescents & Adults36--61 yrs:Homicide (n = 1)No**Intervention** (225)26%67**Control** (241)27%677[@bib16]Mexico City, MEX 2013MC: BRT & cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (separated)The Metrobus Line 5 corridor was added to an existing BRT network with four existing lines in Mexico City. The Line 5 corridor is 10 km long with 18 stations, with an average of 625 m between stations. Its service features include: "(i) articulated and bi-articulated high floor buses, (ii). Exclusive bus lanes, and (iii) off-board fare collection" \[p.339\]. The BRT intervention was combined with a Complete Street intervention which included a host of streetscape interventions including protected bike lanes and parking, widened sidewalks, redesigned junctions, and the recovery of public and green space throughout the corridor.\
**Population**: Adults residing 500 m either side of the Line 5 corridor.AdultsMean age:Active transit frequency (n = 3)Yes; gender, education, employment type**Intervention** (1420)4752**Control** (1067)8[@bib17]New York City, USA 1996--2006SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unprotected)Intervention included the creation of 69 km of bicycle lanes on 61 streets not protected by a parking lane, in the 5 boroughs of New York City from 1996 through 2006.\
**Intervention group:** Road users in New York City travelling on roadways where on-street bicycle lanes (not protected by a parking lane) had been installed from 1996 through 2006 (a total length of about 69.2 km on 61 streets).\
**Control group:** Road users travelling on roadways without bicycle lanes but with segment- or intersection-level characteristics comparable to those of the treatment group.Unclear\
Cyclists\
**Intervention**\
Pre (4360)\
Post (1349)\
**Control**\
Pre (12,365)\
Post (3578)UnclearUnclearInjury (n = 2)No9[@bib19]Durham, USA 2014SC: cycling infrastructure; multi-use trail (separated)A 3.2 km long bicycle and pedestrian bridge-link was created to connect the northern segment (11.3 km long) of the trail to the southern trail segment (21.7 km long) to form a continuous 35 km shared use, separated path.\
**Population**: Users of the trail segments both to the north and south of the bridge linkageUnclear\
Trail users\
Pre (1301 survey; 9266 counts)\
Post (2245 survey; 21,365 counts)26--54 yrs45Active transit mode share (n = 4)\
Active transit duration (n = 4)Yes; household income10[@bib23]Portland, USA unclearSC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unprotected)A new bicycle boulevard was installed on 8 street segments (1.45 km--6.76 km long) in Portland, Oregon. Eleven control street segments (1.6--9.2 km long) were also monitored as part of the evaluation.\
**Intervention group:** Adults residing within 300 m the 8 streets selected for bicycle boulevard installation.\
**Control group:** Adults residing within 300 m of the 11 control street segments.AdultsActive transit trips (n = 1)\
Active transit mode share (n = 3)\
Active transit duration (n = 2)\
Physical activity (n = 1)No**Intervention** (182)4363**Control** (168)416711[@bib25]Durham, USA 2002SC: cycling infrastructure; multi-use trail (separated)This study evaluated a railway track segment that was converted to a paved, 3-m-wide multi-use trail, which extended an existing 5.1 km trail segment by another 4.5 km, along with a 3.2 km spur.\
**Population:** Adults living within 3.2 km of the new trail segment.Adults (366)43%\
≥50 yrs65Physical activity (n = 5)\
Active transit duration (n = 3)No12[@bib26]Chicago, USA 2008-10SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes & sharrows (both unprotected)259 block groups that had only sharrows (shared lane markings) installed (overall 54 km of sharrows), and 292 block groups that overall had 168 km of bike lanes installed.\
**Intervention group:**\
*Bike lane*; census block groups that had bike lanes or trails installed between 2000 and 2010.\
*Sharrow group;* census block groups that had only sharrows installed between 2000 and 2010.\
**Control group:** Block groups that had no bike infrastructure installed between 2000 and 2010.Unclear\
Cyclists\
**Intervention***Bike lane* (1621 ridership; 2046 safety outcome)\
*Sharrow* (259 ridership; 89 safety outcome)\
**Control** (292 ridership; 39 safety outcome)UnclearUnclearActive transit trips (n = 2)\
Active transit mode share (n = 2)\
Injury (n = 2)No13[@bib31]18 towns[a](#tbl3fna){ref-type="table-fn"}, GBR 2005-11MC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unprotected) & bike tracks (protected)The town-level initiatives involved mixtures of capital investment (e.g. cycle lanes) and revenue investment (e.g. cycle training), tailored to each town. "Each town implemented a different mixture of infrastructure, tailored to its specific context. In total, 98 km of on-road lanes and 264 km of off-road paths were created between 2008 and 2011. This represented a 28% increase in the length of such routes previously available (based on 16 of 18 towns reporting sufficient data on pre-intervention facilities)" \[p.230\]. The capital investment component involved an increase in cycle lanes and paths ranging from as low as 9% (Stoke-on-Trent) to as high as 105% in Brighton & Hove.\
**Intervention group:** 17 urban towns and one city outside of London selected to be part of initiative.\
**Comparison groups:***Matched comparison*; "largest urban regions within the English local authority 'most similar' similar' to each intervention local authority." Similarity was based on demographic, socioeconomic, employment and industry characteristics. *Unfunded comparison*; "largest urban region within the 67 local authorities which applied unsuccessfully" for the initiative. *National comparison*; "all non-intervention, urban areas outside London with a population of \>30,000 (close to the size of the smallest intervention town)" \[p.231\].Adults\
**Intervention group** (1,266,337)\
**Comparison group**\
*Matched comparison* (969,605)\
*Unfunded comparison* (4,195,540)\
*National comparison* (10,356,452)UnclearUnclearActive transit mode share (n = 3)Yes; area-level deprivation14[@bib32]Cardiff, Kenilworth & Southampton, GBR 2010-11SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (separated)Three Connect2 projects were evaluated. These were based in Cardiff, where a new 140 m long, 4 m wide traffic-free bridge with integral lighting was built over Cardiff Bay; Kenilworth, where a traffic-free bridge was built over a busy trunk road to link the town to a rural greenway; and Southampton, where an informal riverside footpath (impassable at high tide) was turned into a new 400 m boardwalk.\
**Population:** Adults residing within 5 km by road network from the core Connect2 projects in each of the three townsAdults≥50 yrsActive transit mode share (n = 4)Yes; education, income**Intervention**1-year follow-up sample (1849)66%542-year follow-up sample (1510)70%5715[@bib33]Cardiff, Kenilworth & Southampton, GBR 2010-11SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (separated)Three Connect2 projects were evaluated. These were based in Cardiff, where a new 140 m long, 4 m wide traffic-free bridge with integral lighting was built over Cardiff Bay; Kenilworth, where a traffic-free bridge was built over a busy trunk road to link the town to a rural greenway; and Southampton, where an informal riverside footpath (impassable at high tide) was turned into a new 400 m boardwalk.\
**Population:** Adults residing within 5 km by road network from the core Connect2 projects in each of the three townsAdults≥50 yrsActive transit duration (n = 6)\
Physical activity (n = 1)No**Intervention**1-year follow-up sample (1796)66%562-year follow-up sample (1465)70%5716[@bib34]Sydney, AUS 2014SC: cycling infrastructure; bike tracks (separated)"The intervention comprised a 2.4 km length of separated bi-directional cycleway linking the inner-city suburbs of Green Square in the south with the Central Business District (CBD) through Redfern and Waterloo". "The George Street cycleway adds to several pre-existing bi-directional cycleways within the City of Sydney Local Government Area (LGA) totaling a distance of 11 km (as of October 2014)" \[p.4\].\
**Intervention group**: Geographic area encompassing new cycleway in inner Sydney\
**Control group:** Neighboring area of similar demographics with no new planned bicycle infrastructureAdults45--55 yrsActive transit trips (n = 5)\
Active transit duration (n = 1)\
Active transit time share (n = 1)No**Intervention** (184)46%61**Control** (251)unclearunclear17[@bib37]Brisbane, AUS 2013SC: cycling infrastructure; bike tracks (separated)"The V1 is a dedicated 17-km long, 3-m wide exclusive off-road bikeway." "The V1 has been delivered in stages with Stage A (about 1.4 km) completed in July 2010, and Stage B (about 900 m) completed in May 2011. Completion of these stages extended existing V1 bikeway infrastructure farther south. Stage C (about 2.3 km) is 7 km north of these earlier improvements via the existing V1 infrastructure. It opened June 25, 2013 to extend the V1 farther north towards the city centre" \[p.368\].\
**Intervention group:** Cyclists on the newly created bikeway i.e., the Veloway 1 (or V1).\
**Reference group:** Cyclists on the South East Freeway Bikeway (or SEFB).UnclearActive transit trips (n = 1)NoCyclistsUnclear15**Intervention** (169)**Reference**Pre (132)Unclear14Post (99)Unclear2018[@bib38]Cambridge, GBR 2011MC: cycling infrastructure; multi-use trail (separated) & BRT"The busway comprises a 25 km off-road guideway for buses, with a parallel path that can be used for walking and cycling, in two sections: one between the market town of St Ives and the northern edge of Cambridge, and the other between Cambridge railway station and the southern fringe at Trumpington" \[p.2\]. It also includes three park-and-ride sites.\
**Intervention group:** Adults aged 16 or over, working in areas of Cambridge to be served by the busway and living within approximately 30 km of the city centre.Adults (470)≥51 yrs\
34%67Active transit mode share (n = 10)No19[@bib39]Cambridge, GBR 2011MC: cycling infrastructure; multi-use trail (separated) & BRT"The busway comprises a 25 km off-road guideway for buses, with a parallel path that can be used for walking and cycling, in two sections: one between the market town of St Ives and the northern edge of Cambridge, and the other between Cambridge railway station and the southern fringe at Trumpington. It also includes three park-and-ride sites" \[18, p.2\].\
**Intervention group:** Adults aged 16 or over, working in areas of Cambridge to be served by the busway and living within approximately 30 km of the city centre.Adults (466)≥51 yrs\
34%67Active transit mode share (n = 6)No20[@bib43]Copenhagen, DNK 1978--2003SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unprotected) & bike tracks (separated)Construction of one-way bicycle track (2--2.5 m wide) on both sides of a 20.6 km road and marking of one -way bicycle lanes (1.5--2 m wide) on both sides of a 5.6 km road in Copenhagen, Denmark.\
**Intervention group:** Collisions on roads with newly constructed bike lanes and tracks.\
**General comparison group:** Collisions on unchanged roads with known developments in traffic volume. This group consists of 110 km of roads with 170 locations, where motor vehicle and bicycle/moped traffic is counted yearly or every forth to sixth year.Unclear\
Collisions\
**Intervention**\
*On Bike lanes:* Crashes (700); Injuries (219).\
*On Bike tracks:* Crashes (5,898);\
Injuries (2,413).\
**Comparison**\
Crashes (24,369)\
Injuries (8,648)UnclearUnclearInjury (n = 30)No21[@bib47]Brisbane, AUS 2001-10SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unclear)The intervention included the installation of "bridges, missing links and end of trip facilities for cyclists" \[p.1\]. The bridges evaluated include the: Goodwill Bridge 2001; Go-between Bridge & Kurilpa Bridge; Eleanor Schonell Bridge; Sir Leo Hielsher (Gateway) Bridge; and the Ted Smout Memorial Bridge. The missing links included the: Normanby Pedestrian Cycle Link; Western Freeway Bikeway & Toowong Overpass; and the Veloway 1 (V1) Stage C.\
**Population:** Bicycle commuters on the bridges and along missing links installed.Unclear\
Cyclists (8,600)UnclearUnclearActive transit mode share (n = 1)[b](#tbl3fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}\
Active transit trips (n = 1)[b](#tbl3fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}No22[@bib65]Southampton,\
Cardiff & Kenilworth, GBR 2010-11SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (separated)Three Connect2 projects were evaluated. These were based in Cardiff, where "a new 140 m long, 4 m wide traffic-free bridge with integral lighting" was built over Cardiff Bay; Kenilworth, where "a traffic-free bridge was built over a busy trunk road to link the town to a rural greenway"; and Southampton, where an informal riverside footpath (impassable at high tide) was turned into "a new 400 m boardwalk" \[p.2\].\
**Population:** Adults residing within 5 km by road network from the core Connect2 projects in each of the three townsAdults (967)≥50 yrs\
65%52Active transit duration (n = 1)No23[@bib64]Cambridge, GBR 2011MC: cycling infrastructure; multi-use trail (separated) & BRT"The busway comprises a 25 km off-road guideway for buses, with a parallel path that can be used for walking and cycling, in two sections: one between the market town of St Ives and the northern edge of Cambridge, and the other between Cambridge railway station and the southern fringe at Trumpington. It also includes three park-and-ride sites" \[18, p.2\].\
**Intervention group:** Adults aged 16 or over, working in areas of Cambridge to be served by the busway and living within approximately 30 km of the city centre.Adults (469)Mean age: 4467Physical activity (n = 2)\
Active transit trips (n = 6)No24[@bib66]Southampton, Cardiff & Kenilworth, GBR 2010-11SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (separated)Three Connect2 projects were evaluated. These were based in Cardiff, where "a new 140 m long, 4 m wide traffic-free bridge with integral lighting" was built over Cardiff Bay; Kenilworth, where "a traffic-free bridge was built over a busy trunk road to link the town to a rural greenway"; and Southampton, where an informal riverside footpath (impassable at high tide) was turned into "a new 400 m boardwalk" \[22, p.2\].\
**Population:** Adults residing within 5 km by road network from the core Connect2 projects in each of the three townsAdults (1258)≥50 yrs\
72%55Active transit trips (n = 6)No25[@bib68]New Orleans, USA 2008SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unprotected)"The 5.0 km dedicated bike lane on St. Claude Avenue, also known as Louisiana Highway 46", was completed in the spring of 2008. "Bike lanes were striped on both sides of the road and are 1.5 m wide" \[p.S99\].\
**Population:** Adults and children cycling along St. Claude Avenue.Combined adults & childrenNRMean numberActive transit trips (n = 1)Yes; genderCycling trips**Intervention**Pre (mean: 121)(13)Post (mean: 188)(29)26[@bib69]New Orleans, USA 2010SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unprotected)"The 1.6 km dedicated bike lane on S. Carrollton Avenue", New Orleans, completed in June 2010. "Bike lanes were striped on both sides of the road and are 1.5 m wide. There is one 3.4 m wide travel lane on either side of the road, separated by a 18 m wide median" \[p.S102\].\
**Intervention group:** Adults and children cycling along S. Carrollton Avenue\
**Comparison group:** Adults and children cycling on two adjacent side streets; Short and Dublin St.Combined adults & childrenNRMean numberActive transit trips (n = 1)Yes; race, genderCycling trips**Intervention**(mean: 257)(15)**Comparison**(mean: 37)(33)27[@bib70]Florianópolis, BRA 2010MC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (unprotected)A new walking and cycling route (2.3 km long) was inaugurated in \[an area known as Beira-Mara Continental,\] in the continental coast of Florianópolis, SC, Brazil." "The project included a new avenue, parking lots, and an on-road walking and cycling route, all along the seashore" \[p.19\].\
**Population:** Adult residing within 0--500 m, 501--1000 m and 1001--1500 m of the new walking and cycling route.Adults (519)55--85 yrs:Physical activity (n = 4)\
Active transit mode share (n = 1)\
Active transit frequency (n = 1)No**Intervention**41%58*0-500m* (192)43%55*501-1000m* (137)46%54*1001-1500m* (190)37%6528[@bib73]Sydney, AUS 2014SC: cycling infrastructure; bike track (separated)"New 2.4 km bi-directional separated bicycle path built" as part of its expanding bicycle network in Sydney \[p.1\].\
**Intervention group:** Adults living no more than 2.5 km from the new bicycle path.\
**Comparison group:** Adults living in "neighborhoods a similar distance from the central business district and with a similar demographic profile, and where local council had no plans to modify infrastructure during the study period" \[p.2\].Adults (512)\
**Intervention** (240)\
**Comparison** (272)≥45 yrs:\
37%63Active transit trips (n = 2)\
Active transit frequency (n = 1)No29[@bib79]Cardiff, Kenilworth & Southampton, GBR 2010-11SC: cycling infrastructure; bike lanes (separated)Three Connect2 projects were evaluated. These were based in Cardiff, where "a new 140 m long, 4 m wide traffic-free bridge with integral lighting" was built over Cardiff Bay; Kenilworth, where "a traffic-free bridge was built over a busy trunk road to link the town to a rural greenway"; and Southampton, where an informal riverside footpath (impassable at high tide) was turned into "a new 400 m boardwalk" \[22, p.2\].\
**Population:** Adults residing within 5 km by road network from the core Connect2 projects in each of the three townsAdults\
**Intervention** (1489)5756Active transit distance (n = 6)\
Active transit distance share (n = 2)\
Active transit duration (n = 6)\
Active transit time share (n = 2)\
Non-active transit distance (n = 2)\
Non-active transit duration (n = 2)No[^2][^3][^4]

All 29 empirical evaluation studies employed a longitudinal study design and included pre- and post-intervention observations. Of these 29 studies, 15 included a control or reference group ([@bib43]; [@bib15]; [@bib17]; [@bib31]; [@bib69]; [@bib23]; [@bib34]; [@bib65]; [@bib73]; [@bib9]; [@bib37]; [@bib70]; [@bib10]; [@bib66]; [@bib79]). The proportion of studies with a control or reference group did not differ by intervention type; around half of all single component (10 of 19 studies) and multi-component intervention (5 of 10 studies) reported either a control or reference group. Four studies employed a random sampling approach to recruit participants, including three multi-component ([@bib15]; [@bib70]; [@bib16]) and one single component intervention study ([@bib25]). A further eleven studies attempted to sample the entire study area, including nine single component ([@bib17]; [@bib32], [@bib33]; [@bib23]; [@bib65], [@bib66]; [@bib5]; [@bib26]; [@bib79]) and two multi-component intervention studies ([@bib31]; [@bib9]).

Exposure to the transportation intervention was operationalized in several different ways among the 29 empirical studies. Some studies compared geographic locations, specifically, street segments, before and after an intervention ([@bib6]; [@bib43]; [@bib68], [@bib69]; [@bib17]; [@bib5]; [@bib19]; [@bib37]). Most studies however, considered intervention impacts among people living in a fixed area of influence. These areas of influence were most commonly defined as buffers centred on the focal point of an intervention ([@bib25]; [@bib13]; [@bib23]; [@bib65]; [@bib73]; [@bib10]; [@bib16]), although some studies used predefined geographies such as towns ([@bib31]), block groups ([@bib47]; [@bib26]) and neighborhoods ([@bib15]) in and/or surrounding intervention sites. Only 9 studies used a distance-based metric to assess health impacts among people living different distances from an intervention ([@bib32], [@bib33]; [@bib39]; [@bib9]; [@bib38]; [@bib64]; [@bib70]; [@bib66]; [@bib79]). We were unable to determine how exposure to the intervention was defined in one study ([@bib34]).

A total of 183 outcomes relating to 19 unique interventions were assessed by the 29 empirical studies included in our review. Of these, 21 outcomes were described but statistical tests were not conducted (see [Appendix 2](#appsec2){ref-type="fn"}) ([@bib13]; [@bib23]; [@bib34]; [@bib47]; [@bib79]). The 162 outcomes tested for statistical significance varied both with respect to outcome type and the frequency with which they were evaluated ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A; [Appendix 3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The four most frequently assessed outcome types included, active travel duration (25%), injury (23%), mode share (i.e., the share of walking, cycling, public transport and or car trips) (22%), and number of active trips (including walking or cycling trips) (11%). Few studies assessed physiological ([@bib10]), anthropometric ([@bib10]), and car travel-related outcomes ([@bib34]; [@bib79]). The three studies that evaluated the health effects of interventions in LMIC focused on homicide in Colombia (n = 1) ([@bib15]), active transit frequency in Mexico and Brazil (n = 3 and n = 1, respectively) ([@bib70]; [@bib16]), as well as physical activity (n = 4) and active mode share (n = 1) in Brazil ([@bib70]). [Appendix 2](#appsec2){ref-type="fn"} provides further information on assessed outcomes and the nature of the associations reported by included studies.Fig. 2Frequency of outcomes, by type, for **A** all included empirical studies (29 studies, 162 distinct outcomes), **B** single component interventions (19 studies, 117 outcomes) focusing on the creation of bicycle lanes, and **C** multicomponent interventions (10 studies, 45 outcomes). The bars in blue represent the total number of outcomes, by type, while the green bars represent the total number of statistically significant outcomes. Of the statistically signficant outcomes, the bar in orange represents the number of outcomes that were in the unexpected direction for each outcome type. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) NB: Figures do not include 21 outcomes reported by 5 studies because these outcomes were not assessed using statistical models.Fig. 2

The 19 studies reporting on single-component interventions (all focusing on bicycle lanes; [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) predominantly reported on injury outcomes (n = 37) ([@bib43]; [@bib17]; [@bib5]; [@bib26]), active travel duration outcomes (n = 30) ([@bib25]; [@bib13]; [@bib23]; [@bib33]; [@bib34]; [@bib65], [@bib66]; [@bib19]; [@bib79]) and active trip outcomes (n = 16) ([@bib13]; [@bib68], [@bib69]; [@bib23]; [@bib34]; [@bib73]; [@bib26]; [@bib37]). Only 6 out of 37 injury outcomes showed statistically significant associations with new bicycle lanes ([@bib43]; [@bib5]; [@bib26]), and of these, the majority (n = 4, all from the same study) were in the unexpected direction (i.e., the installation of bicycle lanes was positively associated with injuries) ([@bib43]). The highest number of statistically significant outcomes were observed for active travel duration (i.e., 15 of 30 outcomes) ([@bib25]; [@bib23]; [@bib33]; [@bib19]; [@bib66]; [@bib79]). Of these 15 outcomes, 10 showed statistically significant associations in the expected direction, that is, active travel duration increased following the bicycle lane intervention, whereas the inverse was observed in five outcomes. The second highest number of statistically significant associations were observed for active trips (i.e., 8 of 16) ([@bib13]; [@bib68], [@bib69]; [@bib34]; [@bib73]; [@bib26]; [@bib37]) and active mode share (i.e., 8 of 14) ([@bib32]; [@bib19]; [@bib26]). Of these, seven active mode share and six active trip outcomes were in the expected direction (i.e., the share of travel made using active modes and the number of active trips increased following the creation of new bicycle lanes).

Four single component intervention studies assessed the health impacts of living different distances from the site of the intervention. Two of these studies, found positive associations between proximity to cycling infrastructure and the duration of active travel (for 7 of 12 outcomes) ([@bib33]; [@bib66]) as well as the share of trips made using active modes (n = 4 of 4 outcomes) ([@bib32]).

The ten studies reporting on multicomponent interventions ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C) included a study evaluating the impact of aerial tram infrastructure on homicide ([@bib15]), five studies evaluating bicycle lanes, and four studies focused on combined BRT and bicycle lane interventions ([@bib39]; [@bib38]; [@bib64]; [@bib16]). Among the multicomponent interventions, one study ([@bib10]) uniquely reported on physiological and anthropometric outcomes such kilocalorie expenditure and body mass index. The most frequently reported outcome among multicomponent interventions was active travel mode share with just over half of these outcomes (i.e., 12 of 23) demonstrating a statistically significant and positive association with the installation of bicycle lanes and/or BRT infrastructure ([@bib39]; [@bib9]; [@bib38]; [@bib70]).

Of the 10 multicomponent interventions, five investigated whether living different distances from the intervention differentially impacted health outcomes. These five studies found that people living closer to bicycle lanes, with or without an adjoining BRT line, had higher levels of physical activity (for 3 of 6 outcomes) ([@bib70]), engaged in longer periods of active travel (for 3 of 7 duration outcomes) ([@bib64]; [@bib70]), and used a higher share of active modes (for 9 of 20 outcomes) ([@bib39]; [@bib9]; [@bib38]; [@bib70]).

3.2. Simulation studies {#sec3.2}
-----------------------

The 10 system-based simulation studies ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}) included in this review ([@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib96]; [@bib55]; [@bib60], [@bib61]; [@bib95]; [@bib49]; [@bib98]; [@bib99]) were published between 2011 and 2016.Table 4Characteristics of system-based simulation studies.Table 4IDAuthor & yearModelling methodIntervention typeSetting modeledModel descriptionScenarios modeledRelevant outcomesKey findings30[@bib49])ABMBRTStylized Bogota, ColombiaAgents: Adults\
Interactions: Agent-environment only\
Main processes: Agents choose the mode of transportation based on total trajectory costs and time needed to reach their workplace; the resource cost of each trip is deducted from a daily resource budget\
[Time step:]{.ul} 1 day\
[Period modeled:]{.ul} 40 days (only last 30 used for analysis)[Type 1 (6 scenarios):]{.ul} Increasing number of BRT lanes by substituting existing bus lanes; [Type 2 (7 scenarios):]{.ul} Changing BRT and bus densityWalking for transportationIncreasing the number of BRT lanes increases minutes walked for transportation, observable also among nonusers of the BRT; walking time saturates as BRT lanes are added to the system31[@bib55]System dynamicsBikewaysAuckland, New Zealand[Main variables:]{.ul} Cyclists, normality of cycling, cyclist injuries, safety in numbers, real and perceived risk of injury, investment in cycle-friendly infrastructure, car commuters, average car speed, vehicles on the road at commute time\
[Interactions:]{.ul} Person-person and person-environment\
[Main processes:]{.ul} Balancing Causal Loop 1: Very little change in bicycling infrastructure combined with more people bicycling to work results in more bicycle crashes, influencing perceived risk of injury and reducing bicycling. Balancing Causal Loop 2: Significant shift from cars to bicycles at peak times results in faster vehicles and increased real and perceived risk of bicycling injury, deterring cyclists. Reinforcing Causal Loop 1: As the number of cyclists increases, their political influence rises, thereby increasing investment in safer bicycling facilities and encouraging bicycling. Reinforcing Causal Loop 2: More cycling to work can influence the behavior of other road users toward cycling. Reinforcing Causal Loop 3: Significant mode shift from cars to bicycle commutes results in reduced vehicle numbers and, therefore, lower likelihood of collision and higher perceptions of bicycle safety\
[Time step:]{.ul} 1 year\
[Period modeled:]{.ul} 1991 to 2051 (historical simulation from 1991 to 2012)[Type1 (1 scenario):]{.ul} Business as usual; [Type 2 (6 scenarios):]{.ul} Regional Cycle Network (development of a partial network of mixed cycling infrastructure); [Type 3 (6 scenario):]{.ul} Arterial segregated bicycle lanes (ASBL - gradual implementation of a one-way physically segregated lane on each side of every arterial road); [Type 4 (6 scenarios):]{.ul} Self-explaining roads (SER - gradual transformation of all local roads into low-speed streets using nontraditional, endemic road features, such as street narrowing, trees, and art; [Type 5 (12 scenarios):]{.ul} Combination of ASBL and SER interventionsInjury, physical activity, all-cause mortalityBenefits of all the intervention policies outweighed harms between 6 and 24 times; most effective approach would involve physical segregation on arterial roads and low speed, bicycle-friendly local streets; greatest benefits accrued from reduced all-cause mortality due to physical activity32[@bib57]ABMBRTStylized setting (generic single-direction 5-km road running to a destination representing a central business district)[Agents:]{.ul} Households (car-using household or bus-using household), bus riders, cars, buses, car entrances, bus stops\
[Interactions:]{.ul} Agent-agent and agent-environment\
[Main processes:]{.ul} Each household produces either bus riders or car users according to their modal choice; mode choice is represented as a decision to switch from bus to car or vice-versa when the travel time exceeds their tolerance for lengthening commutes; journey time of each agent depends on the presence of other agents on the road; car users on the road check the road patch directly in front of them and wait until a space becomes free; bus riders need to wait for the bus; buses start departing as per the frequency parameter; buses check for the presence of bus riders and their capacity; if the bus is already at full capacity, it does not stop at any more bus stops\
[Time step:]{.ul} 3 s (20 iterations = 1 min)\
[Period modeled:]{.ul} 20 days[Scenario 1]{.ul}: Business as usual (no exclusive bus lane or ancillary measures); [Scenario 2:]{.ul} Exclusive bus lane introduced; [Scenario 3:]{.ul} Exclusive bus lane + off-board ticketing introduced; [Scenario 4:]{.ul} Exclusive bus lane + express bus stops introduced; [Scenario 5:]{.ul} Exclusive bus lane + more frequent buses introduced; [Scenario 6:]{.ul} All measures introducedBus share, travel time, bus travel time, car travel time, length of rush hourAddition of exclusive bus lane increased bus mode share and reduced travel time for bus and car users; addition of pre-boarding ticket machines is the most effective means of increasing bus modal share and reducing journey times, followed by introduction of higher bus frequencies33[@bib62]ABMPublic transport policiesStylized Tokushima, Japan[Agents:]{.ul} Individuals\
[Interactions:]{.ul} Agent-agent and agent-environment\
[Main processes:]{.ul} Agents choose the commuting mode (car vs. public transport) based on the level of service of each mode and the agents\' eco-consciousness; level of service of each mode is defined by travel time (calculated based on traffic flow and capacity) and travel cost; eco-consciousness consists of evaluating the traffic environment in terms of satisfaction with commuting mode and importance of reduction of CO~2~ emissions for the agent; eco-consciousness is also influenced by a strongly-linked agent (friend) such that it is improved if the friend has higher eco-consciousness\
[Time step:]{.ul} 1 week\
[Period modeled:]{.ul} 10 years[Type 1 (1 scenario):]{.ul} Business as usual; [Type 2 (5 scenarios):]{.ul} improvement of public transport service + discount of bus fare; [Type 3 (6 scenarios):]{.ul} Promotion of individual eco-consciousness by population-wide environmental education; [Type 4 (5 scenarios):]{.ul} Strengthening the interaction (cooperation) between individualsShare of public transportImprovement of public transport service combined with discount of bus fare achieved the highest impacts in modal shift to bus, followed by strengthening the interaction between individuals34[@bib60]ABMBRTStylized Tokushima, Japan[Agents:]{.ul} Individuals\
[Interactions:]{.ul} Agent-agent only\
[Main processes:]{.ul} Agents decision process consists of vehicle purchase and modal shift (car vs. sustainable transport modes); these processes are based on environmental concern (fuel efficiency), mode share in its social network (social conformity), and commuting travel time and cost; vehicle type purchased, and commuting mode chosen feedback to decisions made by other agents in the social network\
[Time step:]{.ul} 1 week\
[Period modeled:]{.ul} 10 years[Type 1 (1 scenario):]{.ul} Business as usual; [Type 2 (1 scenario)]{.ul}: Implementation of BRT system; [Type 3 (3 scenarios):]{.ul} economic incentive policies (cordon pricing, distance tolls, and green tax)Share of sustainable transport modesEconomic incentive policies maximize the share of sustainable transport modes; BRT implementation resulted in marginal benefits35[@bib61]ABMActive travel promotionStylized Tokushima, Japan[Agents:]{.ul} Individuals\
[Interactions:]{.ul} Agent-agent only\
[Main processes:]{.ul} Agents choose the commuting mode (car vs. active travel -- walking or cycling) based on health-consciousness, difficulty in modal shift, and trip distance; health-consciousness is influenced by social network such that it is improved if friends have higher health-consciousness\
[Time step:]{.ul} 1 week\
[Period modeled:]{.ul} 10 years[Scenario 1:]{.ul} Business as usual; [Scenario 2:]{.ul} population-wide health education (health concerns assumed as factor for modal shift); [Scenario 3:]{.ul} promotion of high-performance bicycles; [Scenario 4:]{.ul} population-wide health education + promotion high-performance bicyclesActive travelInterventions did not result in increased active travel, with similar results across scenarios36[@bib96]ABMWalking promotionStylized setting (generic city of 64 km^2^)[Agents:]{.ul} Households, children, schools\
[Interactions:]{.ul} Agent-agent and agent-environment\
[Main processes:]{.ul} Children choose travel to school by walking or are driven by their parents based on distance to school, traffic safety and children\'s attitude towards walking; each day, traffic safety for each area is updated as a function of the total number of people who walk by that area, and attitude towards walking is updated as a function of the total number of children who walk to school\
[Time step:]{.ul} 1 day\
[Period modeled:]{.ul} 5--10 days[Type 1 (1 scenario):]{.ul} School location evenly distributed and children attend nearest school; [Type 2 (3 scenarios):]{.ul} Changing schools\' location and catchment area; [Type 3 (16 scenarios):]{.ul} Changing schools\' size and population density; [Type 4 (9 scenarios):]{.ul} Changing traffic safety levels across the cityWalking trips to schoolSchool locations should be evenly distributed over space and children should be assigned to the closest school to maximize the number of children who walk to school; beneficial impacts of smaller catchment areas and higher population density observed; to improve traffic safety, targeting a smaller area around the school with greater intensity seemed to be more effective37[@bib95]ABMPublic transport policies + walking promotionStylized setting (generic city of 64 km^2^)[Agents:]{.ul} Individuals (nested in households) and non-residential locations\
[Interactions:]{.ul} Agent-agent and agent-environment\
[Main processes:]{.ul} Every day, agents choose the travel mode (private automobile, public transportation, or by walking) to non-residential locations based on the attitude towards each mode modified by the cost of each mode; attitude is influenced by traffic congestion and traffic safety: more people driving along the route decreases a person\'s attitude towards driving and higher level of safety increases a person\'s attitude towards walking; attitude is also influenced by travel mode of the agents\' friends and family members\
[Time step:]{.ul} 1 day\
[Period modeled:]{.ul} 100 days[Type 1 (5 scenarios):]{.ul} Different types of segregation (by income, safety level and land use); [Type 3 (4 scenarios):]{.ul} Implementation of transportation cost policies (public transit fares, fuel price, and parking fee); [Type 4 (3 scenarios):]{.ul} Policies aimed at changing attitudes towards driving and cycling + transportation cost policiesPercentage of walking tripsSegregation of land use and relative concentration of mixed land uses are important determinants of income differences in walking; safety and income segregation on their own do not have large influences on income differences in walking; very strong disincentives placed on driving and a few incentives offered for taking the bus had the potential for greatly increasing walking trips, particularly at lower income levels38[@bib98]ABMPublic transport policies + active travel promotionStylized four neighborhoods in the Chicago Metropolitan Region, USA[Agents:]{.ul} Individuals\
[Interactions:]{.ul} Agent-environment only\
[Main processes:]{.ul} There are two types of commuters: those going to downtown (Loop commuters) and those going to other places; the latter are randomly assigned a mode of travel based on current mode share and do not change their travel mode during a simulation; Loop commuters choose a mode (walk to train, bike to destination, bike to train, bus to destination, drive to destination, and shuttle to train) based on the probabilities computed from a utility function comprising monetary cost, time, and perceived safety; perception of safety is updated based on the observed presence of other pedestrians and cyclists in the previous day\
[Time step:]{.ul} 1 h\
[Period modeled:]{.ul} 10 days[Type 1 (1 scenario):]{.ul} Business as usual; [Type 2 (1 scenario):]{.ul} Streetscape improvements; [Type 3 (1 scenario):]{.ul} Transportation cost policies (public transit fares, fuel price, parking fees); [Type 4 (4 scenarios):]{.ul} Provision of shuttles to the neighborhood transit station; [Type 5 (1 scenario):]{.ul} Ideal streetscape improvements + ideal transportation cost policy + Ideal provision of shuttles to the neighborhood transit station; [Type 6 (21 scenarios):]{.ul} Same as type 5 but modifying distances from transit stationsMode shareShuttles have a significant impact and may be robust policies in low-density neighborhoods that have few transportation alternatives to downtown areas or poor coverage of bus service to train station; in areas already offering a good coverage and reliable provision of bus service to train stations; shifts were reinforced by streetscape improvements targeted to areas close to shuttle stops; policies that increase the cost of driving can reinforce the benefits of improving the provision of public transportation39[@bib99]ABMPublic transport policiesSecond ring road of Beijing, China[Agents:]{.ul} Individuals\
[Interactions:]{.ul} Agent-environment only\
[Main processes:]{.ul} Individuals face two types of pre-trip choices: mode selection (car vs. bus/metro) and departure time selection; both choices are influenced by costs, travel time, and level of congestion on the road network; individuals accumulate experience about the performance of the road network then decide whether to stick to the current travel mode and departure time or switch to new ones; if the agent finds a better travel mode and/or departure time, it chooses the new options; the distribution of the travel modes affect the level of congestion on the road network and, consequently, mode speed and travel time\
[Time step:]{.ul} unclear\
[Period modeled:]{.ul} unclear[Type 1 (1 scenario):]{.ul} Business as usual; [Type 2 (1 scenario):]{.ul} Increasing demand (number of travelers; [Type 3 (7 scenarios):]{.ul} Increasing demand + congestion feesModal shiftTravelers shift travel mode and departure time to make the situation better when demand increases, but effect is not significant because the mode changing rate is not so high; congestion charge can increase the changing rate to a large extent[^5]

Five studies tested the impacts of expanding, improving (e.g., creating exclusive bus lanes or changing the BRT system), or incentivizing public transportation formed the focus of five studies ([@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib60]; [@bib49]; [@bib99]), three of which were dedicated to BRTs ([@bib57]; [@bib60]; [@bib49]). Three studies investigated interventions for active travel promotion, such as the creation of cycling infrastructure or implementation of traffic safety measures to promote walking trips to school ([@bib96]; [@bib55]; [@bib61]). The remaining two studies investigated combinations of public transport and active travel policies, such as the implementation of transportation cost policies (e.g., public transit fares and parking fees), interventions aimed at changing attitudes towards driving and cycling, and streetscape improvements ([@bib95]; [@bib98]).

Of the 10 simulation studies, four included active travel as the only health-related outcome ([@bib96]; [@bib95]; [@bib49]; [@bib61]). One study also analyzed road traffic injuries and all-cause mortality ([@bib55]). The other five studies ([@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib60]; [@bib98]; [@bib99]) reported only on transport-related outcomes, such as mode share, mode-specific travel time or mode shift, featuring either bus and/or BRTs as one of the investigated modes.

Nine studies ([@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib96]; [@bib60], [@bib61]; [@bib95]; [@bib49]; [@bib98]; [@bib99]) used ABM, and one ([@bib55]) used the system dynamics framework. Only two studies modeled cities in LMIC, specifically, Bogota, Colombia ([@bib49]), and Beijing, China ([@bib99]), whereas three were based on highly stylized settings (i.e., not grounded in any real location) ([@bib57]; [@bib96]; [@bib95]). All studies explored both the mechanisms driving the behavior of the investigated systems and tested the potential effects of policy interventions.

Of the 10 simulation studies, five included both agent-agent (or, equivalently, persons-persons in the system dynamics model) and agent-environment (persons-environment) interactions in their models ([@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib96]; [@bib55]; [@bib95]). Three modeled agent-environment interactions only ([@bib49]; [@bib98]; [@bib99]) and the remaining two included just agent-agent interactions ([@bib60], [@bib61]). In all studies, policy alternatives were considered as new scenarios through the manipulation of exogenous variables (i.e., there were no agents in the model that enacted policy decisions based on changes in the model).

Of the nine ABM studies, eight ([@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib96]; [@bib60], [@bib61]; [@bib95]; [@bib49]; [@bib98]) applied utility functions to represent the agents\' decision-making process and one used production ('if-then') rules ([@bib99]). Decisions between modes of transportation were informed by a variety of factors, but most frequently by distance, financial costs and travel time, mode chosen by other persons (such as members of one\'s friendship network, or those of the community at large), as well as traffic congestion and safety. Mode chosen by other persons, traffic congestion (and, consequently, travel time), and traffic safety were the main mechanisms of interaction between people and with their environment.

Time steps varied significantly across studies, ranging from just three seconds in one study to one year in another. Comparatively, there was less variation in the periods modeled, with four studies ([@bib57]; [@bib96]; [@bib49]; [@bib98]) modelling one month or less, and four other studies modelling 10 years or more ([@bib62]; [@bib55]; [@bib60], [@bib61]).

Five of the 10 studies explored economic incentives to encourage the uptake of mass transit and/or discourage the use of cars ([@bib62]; [@bib60]; [@bib95]; [@bib98]; [@bib99]). Evaluated strategies included implementation of congestion fees and green taxes, changes in fuel price and parking fees, and bus fare discounts. The effects of such policies were found to provide significant improvements in health-related outcomes. Improvements of public transport services, including the implementation of BRT systems, were also investigated by five studies ([@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib60]; [@bib49]; [@bib98]). Besides the implementation of BRT lanes, other interventions included increasing bus frequency, the introduction of express bus stops, and changes in the system density (coverage). Overall, these studies showed improvements in active travel time and bus share.

Models demonstrated that sizeable modal shift and changes in health outcomes can be achieved from the implementation of multiple, synergistic policies. For instance, [@bib95] observed that combinations of decreasing attitudes towards driving, increasing attitudes toward walking, and economic interventions that encourage walking were more effective than any single intervention , in increasing walking for all income levels. Similarly, [@bib57] observed a 14 percentage point increase (21%--35%) in bus share with the implementation of a BRT system, with the potential of reaching a 21 percentage point increase (i.e., 42% of the mode share) with the additional introduction of off-board ticketing.

3.3. Quality appraisal {#sec3.3}
----------------------

### 3.3.1. Empirical studies {#sec3.3.1}

The studies included in the review employed a range of sampling strategies including, attempts to sample the entire population within a given study area (n = 11) ([@bib17]; [@bib31]; [@bib32]; [@bib23]; [@bib33]; [@bib65]; [@bib5]; [@bib9]; [@bib26]; [@bib66]; [@bib79]); random sampling (n = 4) ([@bib25]; [@bib15]; [@bib70]; [@bib16]); non-random or stratified sampling (n = 6) ([@bib13]; [@bib68], [@bib69]; [@bib47]; [@bib73]; [@bib64]); purposive sampling (n = 4) ([@bib34]; [@bib39]; [@bib37]; [@bib38]); traffic counts (n = 2) ([@bib6]; [@bib19]). The remaining studies ([@bib43]; [@bib10]) provided no description of the sampling strategy used. The representativeness of the recruited participants, as determined by the participant response rate and the sampling strategy used, was unclear for most studies (69%) ([@bib25]; [@bib43]; [@bib68]; [@bib32]; [@bib23]; [@bib33]; [@bib34]; [@bib39]; [@bib47]; [@bib65]; [@bib73]; [@bib9]; [@bib19]; [@bib37]; [@bib38]; [@bib64]; [@bib10]; [@bib16]; [@bib66]; [@bib79]), only one study was deemed to have a truly representative sample ([@bib31]), while the rest were somewhat representative (n = 7) ([@bib13]; [@bib15]; [@bib17]; [@bib69]; [@bib5]; [@bib26]; [@bib70]) or not very representative (n = 1) ([@bib6]).

Most studies in the review did not include a control or a comparison group (n = 14) ([@bib6]; [@bib25]; [@bib13]; [@bib68]; [@bib32], [@bib33]; [@bib39]; [@bib47]; [@bib5]; [@bib19]; [@bib26]; [@bib38]; [@bib64]; [@bib16]), of those that did, the extent to which the control and intervention groups were similar at baseline was unclear for eight studies ([@bib43]; [@bib69]; [@bib34]; [@bib65]; [@bib9]; [@bib10]; [@bib66]; [@bib79]), while the rest featured control and intervention groups that were comparable at baseline, providing either a quantitative characterization of the two groups (n = 5) ([@bib15]; [@bib17]; [@bib23]; [@bib37]; [@bib70]) or general statement to that effect (n = 2) ([@bib31]; [@bib73]). Included studies featured more self-reported (n = 13) ([@bib25]; [@bib13]; [@bib31]; [@bib32]; [@bib33]; [@bib39]; [@bib65]; [@bib38]; [@bib64]; [@bib70]; [@bib16]; [@bib66]; [@bib79]) than objectively measured outcomes (n = 7) ([@bib6]; [@bib43]; [@bib68], [@bib69]; [@bib15]; [@bib23]; [@bib9]). There were also studies that reported on both self-reported and objective outcomes (n = 9) ([@bib17]; [@bib34]; [@bib47]; [@bib73]; [@bib5]; [@bib19]; [@bib26]; [@bib37]; [@bib10]).

The timing and duration of pre-versus post-intervention assessments varied substantively across studies. Pre-intervention assessments were commonly collected over a period spanning an average of 22 months and ranging from three months to five years. On average, these assessments were conducted 14 months before the intervention and ranged from immediately before to eight years pre-intervention. Post-intervention assessments were collected on average over a period spanning 17 months and ranging from five months to two and a half years. Intervention effects on outcomes were assessed on average eight and a half months after the intervention though some studies conducted post-intervention assessments immediately after, while others conducted their first assessments four years after.

Of the 29 empirical studies, 17 studies experienced loss to follow-up to differing degrees: \< 30% attrition was reported by two studies ([@bib15]; [@bib23]), 30--59% by 13 studies ([@bib25]; [@bib32]; [@bib33]; [@bib34]; [@bib39]; [@bib65]; [@bib73]; [@bib9]; [@bib38]; [@bib64]; [@bib70]; [@bib10]; [@bib79]), and 60--89% by two studies ([@bib13]; [@bib66]). Please refer to [Appendix 4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} for more information about the quality appraisal of included studies.

### 3.3.2. Simulation studies {#sec3.3.2}

Overall, the system-based simulation studies made explicit the models' assumptions and structure. Nine studies provided justifications for all or most of their assumptions ([@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib96]; [@bib55]; [@bib60], [@bib61]; [@bib95]; [@bib98]; [@bib99]). Only one study did not provide justifications for the equations used ([@bib57]) while the four other studies ([@bib55]; [@bib95]; [@bib49]; [@bib98]) provided justifications only for some of the equations. All 10 system-based simulation studies used empirical sources to inform their parameters.

Calibration and validation procedures and sensitivity or uncertainty analysis were infrequently assessed. Among the four studies with some parameters that could not be informed by empirical data ([@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib96]; [@bib99]), two ([@bib57]; [@bib62]) did not calibrate the unknown parameter values and the other two ([@bib96]; [@bib99]) used categorical calibration only (i.e., searched for parameter values that produce model results within a range acceptably close to data). Six studies ([@bib62]; [@bib96]; [@bib60], [@bib61]; [@bib98]; [@bib99]) did not validate the results of baseline scenarios against expected (in purely stylized models) or observed (in models grounded on real locations) outcomes, and only two studies ([@bib57]; [@bib55]) compared outcomes using either qualitative or quantitative means. Five studies ([@bib96]; [@bib60], [@bib61]; [@bib95]; [@bib99]) did not conduct either sensitivity or uncertainty analyses, only one conducted both ([@bib55]), and the remaining four ([@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib49]; [@bib98]) ran sensitivity analyses only. [Appendix 5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} provides more information about the quality appraisal of included simulation studies.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

Of the 39 empirical and system-based simulation studies identified, the majority focused on bicycle lanes and BRT systems. Notably, only one study evaluated aerial trams, and none investigated Open Streets programs. Moreover, most studies (n = 24) focused on HIC, while only five studies explored cities in LMIC. In *empirical studies*, bicycle lane interventions were associated with increases in physical activity and active transport. Similarly, BRT systems with an adjacent bicycle lane were found to promote active travel and walking for transport and recreation. The sole aerial tram study reported a significant decrease in homicides following the aerial tram installation. There was also some evidence to suggest that multiple component interventions may be more effective than single component interventions in increasing physical activity. *System-based simulation studies* showed that economic incentives designed to disincentivise car use, and policies designed to improve the public transportation system, can have positive impacts on active travel time and bus share. Consistent with empirical studies evaluating multicomponent interventions, systems-based simulations often reported synergistic effects of multiple interventions and policies.

The *quality of included studies* was mixed. Most empirical studies did not include a control or comparison group and for those that did, it was largely unclear to what extent the control and intervention groups were similar at baseline. Empirical studies also reported a range of sampling approaches. There existed substantive uncertainty about the generalizability of study findings because 21 of the 29 included studies featured populations that were either not representative of the study region or whose representativeness was unclear. System-based simulation studies commonly provided justifications for the assumptions made and the equations used, although several were highly abstract models. Most simulation studies were also informed by empirical data. However, calibration and validation procedures and uncertainty analysis were infrequently conducted, and the periods modeled in a handful of studies appeared relatively short (less than 1 month), which may have impacted study findings.

The most common policy evaluated by empirical studies pertained to *bicycle infrastructure*. These studies generally reported beneficial effects on bicycle mode share and active transport duration and number of trips. Some adverse effects on injuries were documented although these were reported by a single study. However, only one of these longitudinal studies was based in or explored cities in LMIC. Prior reviews have also identified research on bicycle infrastructure in LMIC as important gaps ([@bib28]; [@bib94]). Cross-sectional studies focused on LMIC report consistent effects of bicycle lanes on active travel. For example, Florindo et al. found that people living within 500 meters of bicycle paths in Sao Paolo, Brazil were more than twice more likely to engage in cycling for transportation than those who lived further away ([@bib27]). Another study based in Taiwan, found an association between residents' perceptions of bicycle lanes in their neighborhood and past week cycling for transportation among adults ([@bib52]). Additional longitudinal evaluation studies are needed to determine the impact of the rapid growth in bicycle infrastructures that is occurring in many LMIC, in contexts that are very different from those of HIC.

The second most explored policy focused on *BRT systems*. These studies, mostly focused on HIC, found that BRT systems increase active travel and walking for transport and recreation. There are however over 160 cities around the world with operating BRT systems (BRT+ Centre of Excellence and EMBARQ, [@bib11]). Among them are cities from a range of LMIC in Latin America (e.g., Brazil, Colombia, Argentina, Mexico), Asia (e.g., China, India, Taiwan, Vietnam) and the African continent (e.g., Morocco, South Africa, Nigeria, Uganda). While few longitudinal studies have investigated these transport systems in LMIC, cross-sectional analyses suggest that BRT use may positively impact health outcomes. For example, using cross-sectional survey data, [@bib50] found that BRT use in Bogota, Colombia, was associated with around 12 min of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity each day ([@bib50]). Similarly, Bartels et al. used cross-sectional intercept surveys of BRT passengers in Cape Town, South Africa, and found that BRT-users engaged in significantly longer periods of physical activity per week and were over twice more likely to achieve recommended physical activity guidelines than non-users ([@bib3]). These findings align closely with the general findings of our review which suggest that BRT interventions represent effective means for increasing physical activity and active travel.

*Aerial trams* form part of the transit infrastructure, both in LMIC and HIC around the world ([@bib1]). However, our review of the literature indicates that aerial trams remain relatively under-studied, particularly with respect to their health-related impacts. We found only one longitudinal evaluation of aerial trams and no system-based simulation studies. The sole study included in our review, which capitalized on a natural experiment, found that the construction of the Metrocable (i.e., aerial tram) in Medellin, Colombia, resulted in significant reductions in homicide rates in the neighborhoods surrounding the new aerial tram ([@bib15]). Other studies which did not meet the inclusion criteria of our review investigated the impacts of aerial trams on relatively distal outcomes indirectly related to health and health-related behavior, for example, employment access and travel time. One of these studies found that the Metrocable significantly improved access to the central business district and thereby more than doubled employment opportunities for aerial tram users, including low-income groups ([@bib7]). Moreover, in their study of the Mi Teleférico aerial tram in La Paz, Bolivia, [@bib29] found that users of the aerial tram reduced their travel time by around 20%. Travel time reductions such as these have variously been linked to improved access to health care, employment and education as well as opportunities for leisure-time activities including physical activity ([@bib29]).

Despite the increasing prominence of *Open Streets programs* in both LMIC and HIC, our review did not identify any longitudinal evaluations of the health impacts of these initiatives. Sarmiento et al. identified 38 Open Streets programs implemented across 11 different countries in 2010, most of which were concentrated in Latin America ([@bib76]). Another review identified Open Streets initiatives hosted in 47 different US cities ([@bib45]). Furthermore, cross-sectional evidence suggests that Open Streets initiatives can confer meaningful public health benefits. For example, using information synthesized from the Open Streets programs, Sarmiento et al. estimated important potential contributions of Ciclovias to physical activity ([@bib76]). Positive associations have also been observed among school children. For example, Triana et al. found that frequent Ciclovia use among Colombian school children was associated with significantly lower levels of sedentary time and higher moderate-to-vigorous physical activity on Sundays, but interestingly, not weekdays ([@bib82]). However, longitudinal evaluations of these important initiatives are necessary.

We observed several points of alignment between the *system-based simulation papers and* the *longitudinal evaluation studies* included in our review. For example, both empirical and simulation studies focused predominantly on estimating the impact of policies encompassing expansions and or improvements in public transport infrastructure (e.g., express bus lanes, creation of BRT system) and service delivery (e.g., increased frequency of buses), or incentives for public transportation (e.g., fare changes) on health. Evidence across both bodies of literature suggests that multi-pronged interventions may be more effective than single-component interventions in shaping some health outcomes. This observation is in keeping with published research ([@bib88]) and Social Ecological Theory which posits that ecological approaches, which seek to enact change at multiple levels of a system, are more effective than those targeted toward just one level ([@bib35]; [@bib75]). However, it was unclear from our systematic review which of the intervention components in a given multi-component study were the drivers of the observed health impacts.

Another important observation was that all simulation studies captured by our review used empirical sources to inform the selection and characterization of model parameters, highlighting the importance of robust empirical studies focused on exploring the influence of transportation policies on health outcomes across a range of contexts, not just HIC. This reliance on empirical data and the fact that most empirical studies we identified were conducted in HIC could explain why most of the simulation-based papers included in our review also explored high-income contexts.

We observed heterogeneity in how studies operationalized people\'s *exposure to a given transportation intervention*. Some studies compared geographic locations while others considered intervention impacts among people living in an area of intervention influence. These areas were either defined using existing geographic units (e.g., census blocks) or buffers centred on the focal point of an intervention. Only a subset of empirical studies compared the health effects of a given intervention for those living different distances from the intervention site, despite contemporary debates advocating for a pluralistic measurement approach ([@bib46]). Most of these studies reported more significant and positive effects on health outcomes for those living closer to the site of an intervention than those living further away; a finding consistent with existing research ([@bib56]; [@bib24]).

The studies in our review assessed a wide *range of health outcomes*, however, anthropometric/physiological measures, and mortality outcomes were infrequently reported. Moreover, none of the studies in our review considered disease outcomes such as diabetes, or respiratory and mental health outcomes. And, strikingly, few studies addressed issues of equity by exploring intervention effects using stratified analyses which would have enabled critical insights into health inequalities by socioeconomic status and demographic factors such as race and gender. This relative underrepresentation of *equity-grounded research* has been observed in other reviews of transportation systems in LMIC ([@bib93]) and those investigating built environment influences on physical activity and active transport more broadly ([@bib78]).

The accessibility of transportation is an important predictor of health care access ([@bib81]), and employment, which has been linked to a range of health-related behaviors through its influence on both income and time scarcity ([@bib89]). Importantly, research based in Latin America has shown that patterns in access to BRT, by income, can vary from one city to another. For example, the BRT system in Lima, Peru has been shown to predominantly benefit middle- and higher-SES groups due to the systems limited coverage of areas with high concentrations of poor residents ([@bib63]). On the other hand, in Cali, Colombia, the highest levels of access to a new BRT system were observed among middle income groups, while residents of predominantly low and high income neighborhoods had far more limited access ([@bib21]). Such inequalities however are not only observed in LMIC, they have also been reported in HIC such as Australia ([@bib72]), with observed inequalities in access spanning both age and the socioeconomic spectrum. Thus, additional evaluations on the impact of these types of interventions on equity outcomes is sorely needed.

4.1. Limitations {#sec4.1}
----------------

This review should be considered with a few limitations in mind. Our review was necessarily limited through the exclusion of papers that assessed the impacts of BRT, aerial trams, bicycle lanes and Open Streets programs on outcomes that have implications for health, such as accidents, crashes and traffic-related air pollution, but that are not themselves health outcomes. We also excluded studies employing non-longitudinal study designs and other simulation methods such as health impact assessment models, social network analysis, microsimulation or more conceptual/qualitative models arising from participatory approaches such as group model building. To focus the scope of our review, we also excluded studies evaluating light rail transit systems, as well as those focused specifically on bicycle boxes, intersection crossings or roundabouts as opposed to continuous street segments. Given time and resource constraints we did not contact study authors for clarification where information was missing or unclear. Most of the studies we included in the review were based in HIC which may limit the generalizability of our findings to LMIC. Our assessment of the quality of system-based simulation studies may also be limited given the lack of guidance on how to assess the quality of these types of studies. Finally, several papers included in the review evaluated the same intervention. For example, five different papers, all conducted as part of the iConnect Study, evaluated the same set of bicycle lane interventions implemented in three cities in the United Kingdom (UK) ([@bib32], [@bib33]; [@bib65], [@bib66]; [@bib79]), while four papers evaluated the same combined BRT and bicycle lane intervention in Cambridge, UK ([@bib39]; [@bib38]; [@bib64]; [@bib16]). Given this overlap, our findings represent outcomes for just 19 unique interventions variously evaluated by the 29 empirical studies included in the review.

4.2. Recommendations for future research {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------------

The findings of our review highlight several important areas for future research. First, more evaluation and system-based simulation studies are needed to assess the influence of bicycle lanes, BRT systems, aerial trams and Open Streets programs on health outcomes, particularly in LMIC. This is particularly important as differences between HIC and LMIC have been observed in studies investigating associations between built environment characteristics and physical activity, for example ([@bib18]). In the case of empirical studies, rigorous designs including representative population samples, valid comparison groups, and before and after assessments are needed. On the other hand, the use of evidence to justify model rules and parameters is critical for simulation studies. Second, there also exists a need for studies replicating policy evaluations in different cities to determine the extent to which city-level factors impact the effectiveness of interventions overall and for different population subgroups. These studies may in turn inform simulation-based studies which have the capacity to identify under what conditions a given policy or combinations of policies may be most effective in promoting health outcomes across the socioeconomic and demographic spectrum. Systems-based simulation methods can be especially useful as policy decision-tools, particularly in LMIC where the assessment of large-scale population-level interventions may be prohibitively expensive or impractical to test in the real world ([@bib36]). These methods can also raise new questions and in turn inform the focus of empirical research and evaluation studies ([@bib22]). To support the use of system-based simulation methods, tools guiding the assessment of quality for these studies represents an important area for future research. Participatory processes such as group model building ([@bib41]) which seek to elicit the perspectives of diverse stakeholders, can play an important role in informing the design of simulation models. Moreover, they have the potential to elucidate novel evaluation targets and foster intersectoral and community partnerships which can play an important role in the sustainability and longevity of interventions.

Third, prospective studies, both empirical and simulation-based, focusing on BRT, bicycle lanes, aerial trams and Open Streets programs ought to explore the potential environmental and health co-benefits of these policies. The high expansion of new programs in both HIC and LMIC provide a unique opportunity for natural experiments. For example, studies investigating bicycle lane interventions would be well placed to investigate changes in transport-related air pollution and the respiratory health of city residents alongside and in interaction with changes in mode share and physical activity during transport and leisure time. More studies evaluating the influence of bicycle lanes on injury outcomes are also required. Fourth, studies employing stratified analysis, by for example, gender, income, age and race are required to explore the impact of these transport policies on health disparities across a range of outcomes including anthropometric and physiological measures as well as respiratory and other disease outcomes. Relatedly, to ensure study quality, the design of future system-based simulation studies ought to reflect an alignment between the outcomes of interest and the timeframes being modeled.

Finally, researchers seeking to advance research in this area, particularly in LMIC may benefit from the use of innovative and relatively cost-effective data collection methods such as street imagery (e.g., Google Street View and Bing StreetSide) to capture granular information about the physical environment and behavioral data. Street imagery has widely been tested as a built environment audit tool, including its predictive capacity in documenting relatively small-scale historic changes to the built environment ([@bib14]). There is also evidence to suggest that it can be used to estimate pedestrian counts ([@bib97]), and city-level travel patterns including census-reported mode share (i.e., walking and public transit use, cycling, motorcycle and car use) as well as survey-reported past-month participation in cycling ([@bib30]). Given these features, and with years of historical data available, street imagery may provide an avenue for the conduct of retrospective longitudinal policy evaluations of transport policies, and a promising means of complementing traditional data collection methods, particularly in LMIC.

Researchers can also benefit from using a citizen science approach which "empowers residents to collect diagnostic information about their community environment, prioritize areas of concern, and engage in cross-sector collaboration to generate practical and impactful solutions" ([@bib44], p.31). These approaches have successfully been used in Latin American countries to collect neighborhood-level information as well as qualitative data relating to a range of initiatives, including Open Streets programs ([@bib44]). Other emerging approaches that might be leveraged to advance future studies seeking to monitor the impact of transport policies include drone technology, which has been used to collect data on pedestrian counts ([@bib67]) and deep learning image analysis, which may afford an especially promising and cost-effective means of estimating local environmental exposures and spatial inequalities in income, education, employment and health, particularly in LMIC ([@bib80]; [@bib91]).

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

The literature base encompassing longitudinal evaluations, and system-based simulation studies exploring the health impacts of BRT systems, bicycle lane and aerial tram infrastructure and Open Streets programs varies widely by transportation policy and geographical context. This review contributes to the literature by highlighting several important gaps in knowledge. Specifically, it highlights an underrepresentation of certain types of transportation policies (i.e., aerial trams and Open Streets programs), outcomes (e.g., physiological, anthropometric and health equity measures), and countries (i.e, LMIC) within the literature. By synthesizing the available research, this review also identifies bike lanes and BRT systems as promising transportation initiatives for promoting physical activity and active travel at the population-level. Finally, it provides a series of recommendations for future research designed to bridge critical gaps in understanding, and to support the advancement of the public health agenda through transportation policy.
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